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Fears that Volkswagen would annihilate the entire Golf lineup are all but forsaken, with the Golf
GTI set to begin an all-new generation of the sporty hatchback. Although it appears the German
automaker will still stop selling regular read: boring Golfs in the United States, the GTI and the
even zestier R model, which we review separately , have been spared. The result is a more
powerful GTI with even more desirable features and the same characteristics that helped the
outgoing version earn a spot on our 10Best list. With an altered, albeit recognizable, outward
appearance and a much more sophisticated-looking cabin, the beloved Golf GTI is back with a
vengeance. The Golf GTI is all new and marks the storied nameplate's eighth generation. While
its styling is evolutionary rather than revolutionary, VW has packed the hatchback with more
technology and enhanced performance. Its fresh exterior styling is promoted by sleeker LED
headlights and a gaping lower grille with fog lights integrated into the mesh. The more dramatic
makeover is inside, where VW combines hallmarks such as plaid upholstery with cutting-edge
features. For example, dual digital displays are now standard, and the dashboard has been
totally redesigned. The GTI's turbo four-cylinder now makes horsepower up 13 and lb-ft of
torque up 15 , and it still offers a manual transmission as standard. However, we expect that the
lineup will mirror the current version and cost slightly more when it eventually goes on sale.
The Golf GTI is powered by a turbocharged 2. That power is routed to the front wheels through
either a standard six-speed manual transmission or an optional seven-speed dual-clutch
automatic. Both powertrain combinations will interact with selectable drive modes that include
Comfort, Eco, Sport, and customizable Individual settings. These functions also affect the GTI's
adaptive dampers, which can be switch between softer and firmer motions. While we haven't
had a chance to drive the new GTI, we fully expect the hatchback to continue its tradition of
fun-to-drive characteristics and everyday comfort. The European-spec, non-GTI that we
sampled did just that. Once we get its government highway estimate and have a chance to test
it on our mile route, we can evaluate the hatchback's real-world mpg. Inside, the Golf GTI gets a
truly modern design as well as some traditional callbacks. The dashboard is dominated by two
large displaysâ€”a A set of slim air vents flowing between the upper and lower dash resemble
the aesthetic also seen in Audi models. The GTI's three-spoke steering wheel boasts a heavily
contoured rim and touch-sensitive controls. The cabin is also illuminated by ambient lighting on
the dash, doors, and footwells. Its bolstered front seats have red accents around their outer
edges and iconic plaid inserts on the top and bottom cushions that are presumably mirrored on
the back seats. While VW has announced that the eighth-gen Golf is 1. The GTI's infotainment
system runs through a standard Unfortunately, it's primarily operated via touch-sensitive
sliders instead of more intuitive buttons and knobs. Although VW has only mentioned that it'll
have built-in navigation and its latest app-based remote services, we also expect the new Golf
to offer Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a Wi-Fi hotspot. Of course, there will also be a couple
charging ports and likely an upgraded sound system offered as an option. VW has said it'll have
common driver-assistance technology standard as well as optional upgrades. Key safety
features include:. VW includes an above-average limited warranty, but its powertrain protection
trails behind most competitors. The company does sweeten the deal with complimentary
scheduled maintenance that is similar to what Toyota offers. More Features and Specs. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. The Car and Driver
Difference. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Volkswagen Golf GTI continues to be
a favorite of ours and a perennial 10Best award-winnerâ€”nabbing another spot on our list. You
can't find a better car for less and you have to spend a lot more money to get a better one. For ,
the sportiest version of the practical and refined Golf is the GTIâ€” VW has discontinued the
racier R model until the next-gen Golf arrives in a year or so. From frontal-collision warning to
blind-spot monitoring, previously optional driver-assistance technologies are now standard.
The biggest change for is that what was previously the industry's best bumper-to-bumper
warranty at six years and 72, miles of coverage has been shortened to four years or 50, miles.
To help make that reduced coverage a little easier to handle, all Volkswagens offer two years of
regularly scheduled maintenance included at no charge. A new Golf likely will debut in the next
year, which leaves the current seventh-generation GTI at the end of its current lifecycle. There's
value in the entire lineup, but the S trim level is the least expensive and is a terrific deal. Moving
up in the ranks to the SE and Autobahn adds features such as automatic climate control and
leather seats, but the base GTI S is such a great deal that we'd be hard pressed to spend extra
for the others. The GTI's turbocharged hp four-cylinder is one of the greats. It doesn't offer
overwhelming power but delivers instant response and solid acceleration. The clutch pedal in
models with the manual transmission is easy to use, which means that shifting is never a chore.
The optional dual-clutch automatic is one of our favorite non-manual transmissions. We'd
happily pilot a GTI every day. It is nimble and responsive and takes corners beautifully. Most
important, the GTI is well coordinated and predictable, responding just as you'd want to your

steering and throttle inputs. The GTI reacts to steering inputs so quickly and accurately that
you'll think the car is a sentient being. Its brakes are firm and progressive on the road and
strong on the track. Fuel economy in the sport-compact class ranges from acceptable to
outstanding, with the GTI claiming a solid spot in this segment based on EPA ratings. It
outperformed expectations in our real-world testing, sweetening the deal even further. The last
version we tested earned 36 mpg during our highway test, outperforming its EPA rating by 2
mpg. Volkswagen interiors are simple and well-crafted as a rule, and the GTI's is no exception.
Although its main focus is driving, shoppers can still outfit their hot hatch with a few luxury
features. Notable options include dual-zone automatic climate control and way adjustable
leather power seats, but the GTI is plenty comfortable in base guise. Four people can travel in
reasonable comfort in any of them, but don't expect vast amounts of spread-out room in the
rear seats. The entire Golf family enjoys large cargo holds, easy-to-fold seats, and useful
in-cabin storage cubbies. Thanks to the nearly flat load floor, there's plenty of space for trips to
the beach or modest runs to Ikea. Every model in the GTI lineup is graced with a touchscreen
that is simple to use but in our testing, it responded slowly to user inputs. The system uses a
mix of touch and voice commands as well as several menu-based buttons and is about as easy
to operate as the average smartphone. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are standard, too, and
make for simple device integration. The GTI earned perfect scores in its crash tests. A full
complement of driver-assistance equipment is available. None of it is standard, however, which
is the one thing holding the GTI back from perfection here. Key safety features include:. What
was previously the industry's best bumper-to-bumper warranty at six years and 72, miles of
coverage has been shortened to four years or 50, miles. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Viiew Photos. Tony Quiroga and Eric Stafford. More Model Years.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Volkswagen. Buzz Microbus. But since
the new GTI isn't here in the U. After all, we awarded the seventh-generation Volkswagen GTI an
Automobile All-Stars accolade back in , so we wanted to confirm the peppy compact still lights
a fire in our hearts. The outside has crisp but subdued styling, accented with sharp LED lights
that turn with the steering direction, blade-like inch wheels, and real dual exhaust tips. The
interior featured black leather garnished with red stitching. Even at the end of its life, the GTI's
interior is still a nice place to be, thanks in part to its panoramic sunroof and user-friendly
layout. In fact, Volkswagen's minimalist approach to interior design has helped the cabin age
gracefully, perhaps with the exception of the still-analogue gauges slated to be replaced by a
large instrument-cluster display. Still, with an 8. We also love the fact VW includes a button that
takes the user back into the phone-connection mode with a single press, returning the display
to whatever mobile app was last being used. If you were using maps and wanted to check what
was playing on satellite radio, just two button presses are required. The approach is intuitive,
and hopefully the new Golf's user interface is executed as well. When it facelifted its hot hatch,
Volkswagen consolidated the GTI's variants by eliminating the optional Performance Package
and effectively offering it as standard. That means every GTI has a turbocharged, 2. It also has a
standard limited-slip differential and ventilated disc brakes. As we found out during our week in
the driver's seat, though we know the next evolution of the GTI will be more powerful and have
an assortment of performance upgrades, this outgoing model is still by no means a boring
proposition. When it came time to evaluate this Volkswagen GTI on the road, the first order of
business was making a trip from Los Angeles to San Jose to visit family. Now, I was driving the
same route in the facelifted version of the same car, but this time I could row my own gears, and
I had the added benefit of VW's adaptive chassis-control system. In the fun curvy parts of the
drive, I opted for the stiffer Sport mode. When it came time to tackle nearly three hours of
straight road through California's Central Valley, I popped the car into Comfort and cruised,
alternating between fifth and sixth gear for the majority of the drive. When I needed real passing
power, a fourth-gear downshift was all I needed to really get hauling. With usable power and a
spacious trunk, the Volkswagen GTI Autobahn does great work fulfilling its grand-touring
promise. Back in the L. While I'd already had the chance to appreciate Volkswagen's
phenomenal chassis tuning and responsive steering on freeways, bringing it to curvier roads
gave me the opportunity to see what all the positive fuss was about back when the
seventh-generation Volkswagen GTI made its debut. For a start, the steering is very responsive
and precise. The steering ratio is quick too, making it easy to bend the GTI around hairpin turns.
Despite being a front-wheel-drive hatchback, the Volkswagen GTI Autobahn remains
impressively neutral in the corners. To provoke understeer, I'd have to drive like a complete
moron, which meant I had a pleasant and safe blast from the San Fernando Valley to Malibu,
and back again. Part of the reason the VW GTI is so fun is, all of its torque is available from 1,,
rpm, but its peak power comes on from 4,, This makes for thrilling acceleration off of the line,
and it also means it's easy to be in the right gear and have ample power available on twisty

roads. The transmission isn't the snappiest, but clutch feel is good, and the gearing is fantastic.
From the outside, the GTI sounds great; roll down the windows in a tunnel, downshift, let it rip,
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d the exhaust makes a nice meaty burble. Despite being a GTI fan, however, I still am not a fan
of the piped-in engine audio. The engine sounds good enough on its own without needing to
fake it inside the cabin. In automotive circles, I've noticed many people respond to the
often-loaded question of, "What car should I buy? After this latest road test, I'm more
entrenched in the GTI camp. I wouldn't dissuade a friend or family member from buying new at
any of those price points, especially when the bones of the VW MQB platform are still so solid.
In fact, if they couldn't wait and see how the Mk8 Golf will turn out, or they don't like its
somewhat controversial styling, I'd encourage the choice. At the end of its life, the
seventh-generation Volkswagen GTI still has world-class handling, ample power, and a
phenomenal chassis. Here's hoping its successor lives up to its excellent and well-earned
reputation. Close Ad. Billy Rehbock Writer, Photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

